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Get your own GPS*!

One of my favorite leisure, apart from editing this newsletter of course, is to walk in the
mountains and forests that I can see through my windows. A lot of promenades in Switzerland
have yellow signs posted along the way to show which direction to take at crossings and how
much time it takes to reach specific locations. Nevertheless, I am always more conformable
when I have a map of the region with me, as you can sometimes take a wrong direction and lose
a lot of time to find back your way. With a map, you can also see the distances between places
and plan your trip accordingly.

I think that going through a project is very similar to a trekking experience. The difference is that
there is no available map to guide you through this journey. Nobody has traveled exactly the
same paths than you. Sure, there are some project life cycle models and previous experiences
help, but each application has its own particularities and will be developed in a specific context.
Project planning and estimation is the equivalent of building your own map for your project. The
list of the activities you will execute and the time it should take to complete them are like places
and distances on a map. Two articles in this issue will give you some information on techniques
used to estimate an application size. Developers are often too optimistic and they think they can
keep the project plan entirely in their head. Reality shows that it is easy to get lost when your
head is filled by the details of day-to-day activities and problems. During the project, the map
build during the planning phase will help you remind where you want to go and the time it takes
to go there. Ideally, you will revisit your initial estimates and adjust them to the new situation
created by the part of the project that is already completed. Taking time during a project to think
about where you are, where you go and how much time it takes will help you to spend more time
outside your office. There are better winds to feel than the breeze of the air conditioning
machines!

* GPS stands for Global Positioning System, a system and tools that allow you to know your exact
position on earth using a network of satellites.
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The Estimating Principle

Software practitioners are frequently
challenged to provide early and accurate
software project estimates. It speaks poorly
of the software community that the issue of
accurate estimating, early in the life cycle,
has not been adequately addressed and
standardized. A United States government
study on software development projects
revealed:

• 60% of projects were behind schedule,

• 50% were over cost,

• 45% of delivered projects were unusable.

This article will consider the use of a basic
estimating model utilizing functional sizing
as one of the key components. The value to
be gained from utilizing a functional sizing
technique, such as Function Points, is
primarily in the capability to accurately
estimate a project early in the development
process.

At the heart of the estimating challenge are
two issues: 1) the need to understand and
express (as early as possible) the software
problem domain and 2) the need to
understand our capability to deliver the
required software solution within a specified
environment. Then, and only then, will we be
able to accurately predict the effort required
to deliver the product.

The software problem domain can be defined
simply as the scope of the required software.
The problem domain must be accurately
assessed for its size and complexity. To
complicate the situation, experience tells us
that at the point in time that we need an
initial estimate (early in the systems life
cycle), we can not presume to have all the
necessary information at our disposal.
Therefore, we must have a rigorous process
that permits a further clarification of the
problem domain. Our capability to deliver is
derived from the assessment of risk factors
that impact our rate of delivery.

An effective estimating model considers
three elements: size, complexity and risk

factors. When factored together they result in
an accurate estimate.

Project Size

By far, the project sizing technique that
delivers the greatest accuracy and flexibility
is Function Point analysis. Based upon
logical, user defined requirements, Function
Points permit the early sizing of the software
problem domain. In addition, the Function
Point methodology presents the opportunity
to size a user requirement regardless of the
level of detail available. An accurate
Function Point size can be determined from
the detailed information included in a
thorough user requirements document, or an
adequate Function Point size can be derived
from the limited information provided in an
early proposal.

The Function Point method is dependent
upon the identification of five elements:
inputs, outputs, inquiries, internal stores of
data and external references to data. During
the early stages of development, these
elements are exposed at a functional level
(e.g., we know we will generate an output
report, although we may not know the
detailed characteristics of that report). The
first “level” of Function Point counting is to
identify these five elements. As more
information becomes available regarding the
characteristics of these elements, i.e., data
fields, file types, etc., the more detailed the
Function Point count will become. During
the early phases of a count it may be
necessary to assume levels of complexity
within the system (e.g., is our report going to
be simple or complex). The value of using
Function Points is that it allows for this
distinction, in fact requires it, early in the
process.

Alternative sizing methods, such as counting
lines of code or COCOMO, are dependent
upon information that is not available until
later in the development life cycle. Other
functional measurement methods, such as
DeMarco’s Bang and 3D, require detailed
knowledge about system processing that is
not available early enough for accurate
counting, e.g., states and transitions.
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Function Points accurately size the stated
requirement. If the problem domain is not
clearly or fully defined, the project will not
be properly sized. When there are missing,
brief or vague requirements, a simple
process, using basic diagramming techniques
with the requesting user, can be executed in
order to more fully define the requirements.
Function Points can be utilized in
conjunction with the developed diagram to
identify stated inputs, outputs, inquiries,
internal stores of data and external stores of
data. For an average size project, hours not
days are required to complete the
diagramming and sizing task.

Project Complexity

In addition to the project size, project
complexity must be properly evaluated. To
some extent complexity levels are evaluated
by the Function Point fourteen general

system characteristics:
1. Data Communications
2. Distributed Data Processing

3. Performance

4. Heavily Used Configuration

5. Transaction Rate

6. On-Line Data Entry

7. End-User Efficiency

8. On-Line Update

9. Complex Processing

10. Reusability

11. Installation Ease

12. Operational Ease

13. Multiple Sites

14. Facilitate Change

ESTIMATING PRINCIPLE

PROJECT
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Figure 1 Estimating Principle
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Figure 2. The five Function Points elements
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The assessment of a project’s complexity
must also take into consideration complex
interfaces, data base structures and contained
algorithms. The assessment of complexity
might select from five varying levels of
complexity:

Level 1
Simple addition/subtraction
Simple logical algorithms
Simple data relationships

Level 2
Many calculations including 
multiplication or division in series
More complex nested algorithms
Multidimensional data relationships

Level 3
Significant number of calculations 
typically contained in payroll, 
actuarial, rating or scheduling 
applications
Complex nested algorithms
Multidimensional and relational data 
relationships with significant number 
of attributive and associative 
relationships

Level 4
Differential equations typical
Fuzzy logic
Extremely complex logical and 
mathematical algorithms typically 
seen in military, telecommunications 
real-time automated process or control 
and navigation systems
Extremely complex data

Level 5
On-line, continuously available, 
critically timed
Event driven outputs occur 
simultaneously with inputs
Buffer area or queue to determine 
processing priorities
Memory, timing and communication 
constraints
The most advanced applications 
developed

Other Sizing Techniques

There are other opportunities and metrics
that can be utilized to obtain the functional
size of the software. However, it is our
finding that Function Points has the broadest
based statistical support and also appeals to a
wider range of companies. Mark II and
Feature Points can be counted at the same
time, with the same level of detail and with
the same precision as Function Points. 3D
and Bang require a greater degree of detail in

order to determine size and consequently
make counting earlier more difficult. Early
estimates of Source Lines Of Code (SLOC)
are very inaccurate for average to large
projects, and coding is such a limited aspect
(perhaps 5 to 15% of the total project effort)
for software development projects that using
SLOC for estimation at any time tends to be
erroneous. Descriptions of some additional
sizing metrics follow.

Mark II Method

The Mark II method, introduced by Charles
Symons, has been utilized almost exclusively
in the UK. Mark II uses the same basic
parameters as Function Points in its
calculations. Mark II, however, makes use of
fewer parameters and was intended to:

• reduce the subjectivity in dealing with
files by measuring the number of entities
and their performance as they move
through the data structure,

• modify the Function Point method to
compute the same numeric totals
regardless of application boundary as a
single system or as a set of related sub-
systems,

• focus on the effort required to produce the
functionality rather than on the value of
the functionality delivered to the users,
and add six additional complexity factors
to the 14 General System Characteristics.

Feature Points

The feature point method, developed by
Capers Jones, is a superset of the Function
Point method. It includes an additional
component, algorithms, adding to the set of
the five Function Point components: External
Inputs, External Outputs, External Inquiries,
External Interface Files and Internal Logical
Files. With the other Function Point
components, the algorithm component is
assigned a weighted value. When using the
feature point method, the values assigned to
Internal Logical Files are reduced.

3D Function Points

3D Function Points were publicly introduced
by the Boeing Computer Services Software
Metrics Team in 1991. 3D was developed in
response to the call for a technology-
independent size metric suitable for all
domains.
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The 3D method is based upon the premise
that the application problem can be
expressed in three dimensions: data, function
and control. Each dimension contains some
of the characteristics that create complexity
in a problem. Sometimes one dimension
dominates, but all dimensions of the problem
must be analyzed if accurate measurement is
desired.

The 3D method identifies characteristics
from each dimension that can be measured
directly. Data strong problems are typically
associated with IS/business software
environments. The data dimension
characteristics are taken directly from the
Function Point guidelines and include
evaluation of External Inputs, External
Outputs, External Inquiries, Internal Logical
Files and External Interface Files. Function
strong problems are associated with
scientific/engineering environments.

The characteristics of the functional
dimension include the number and the
complexity of functions that represent
internal processing required to transform
input data into output data, and the sets of
semantic statements that govern the process.
Control strong problems are associated with
real time environments. The characteristics
of the control dimension include system
states and transitions.

Bang Metric

The Bang metric, published by Tom De
Marco, is similar to the function point
metric, but Bang (like 3D) requires
information on transitions and states and
separates data strong applications from
function strong applications. The Bang
metric is deemed more appropriate for real-
time, telecommunications and scientific
software projects than IS projects. Bang does
not have the number of users, nor the
documented successes, even in those
environments as Function Points.

The Bang metric considers functional and
modified functional primitives; input, output
and stored data elements; states and
transitions in a state transition model; entities
and relationships between entities; data
relationships and data tokens.

COCOMO

The COnstructive COst MOdel (COCOMO),
introduced by Barry Boehm, evaluates costs
factors in order to estimate effort months.
The major input required by this model is the
number of source lines of code to be
delivered. Since COCOMO was released to
the public domain, many models and
variations appeared in the marketplace. A
new release of COCOMO will also permit
the use of Function Points as well as Object
Points (which is determined by applying
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weights to screens, reports, etc.).

Cost factors are also evaluated and weighted
within COCOMO for application complexity
and software reliability; execution, memory
and environmental constraints; development
personnel skill levels; tools and technologies;
and a variety of other considerations typical
of the capabilities discussed later in this
article.

Capability to Deliver

The capability to deliver software is based
upon a variety of risk factors that influence a
development organization's ability to deliver
software in a timely and economical fashion.
Risk factors include such things as the
software processes that will be used, the skill
levels of the staff (including user personnel)
who will be involved, the automation that
will be utilized and the influences of the
physical (e.g., development conditions) and
business environment (e.g., competition and
regulatory requirements). In fact there are
numerous factors that influence our ability to
deliver software in a timely fashion with high
quality. Categorized below are some
examples of influencing factors that must be
evaluated in order to produce an accurate
estimate. The key to effectively utilizing
these factors is centered around the
development of an historical baseline of
performance.

An organization should develop profiles that
reflect rate of delivery for a project of a
given size, complexity and risk factors. In
turn, this information can be used to predict

and explore “what-if” scenarios on future
projects.

Industry Data

Companies have not typically invested the
resources to develop internal rate of delivery
performance baselines that can be used to
derive estimating templates. Therefore,
industry data baselines of performance
delivery rates are of significant value. The
industry data points allow organizations to
use these generic delivery rates as a means to
"ball park" their estimates. As they continue
to develop an experience base of their own,
they can transition from the use of industry
data to use of their own data. The desire for
industry data is so great that many companies
are willing to accept publicly available
industry data at face value. Of growing
concern is the fact that many providers and
publishers of industry data have collected
information that has not been validated, is
not current, or is incomplete. To avoid any
such pitfalls, the following criteria should be
applied when obtaining industry data.

For what industry is the data representative,
and what is the mix of data? Typically
industry data is a result of numerous data
points that have been collected across a wide
variety of industries. There is often no
balance in the data; one or two industries
represent the majority of data points. If they
happen to coincide with your industry, then
you are fortunate; otherwise, they may be of
little or no significance.

What is the time period represented by the

Project Initialization

 Select
A Baseline
Profile

Create Profile:

Rate of Delivery
Time to Market
Defects

 Estimate

Influence
  Factors

Complexity
SizeAssess:

Project Completion

Influence
  Factors

Complexity
Size

Record Actuals:

Rate of Delivery

Baseline of Performance

Historical Profiles

Figure 4. Estimation continuous process
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data? Vendors claiming to have thousands of
projects in their database are not as quick to
tell you that the data have been collected
over an extended period of time. If you are
looking for current data, you should realize
that the sampling of current data will be
relatively small and may not be
representative of thousands of projects.

How valid is the data? Often, data is
collected from many sources. This limits the
likelihood that the data has been validated. In
addition, much of the data is of an empirical
nature and, therefore, has some level of
distortion. Several opportunities currently
exist for the gathering, retrieval and sharing
of industry data. These organizations include
The International Software Benchmarking
Standard Group (ISBSG) and The Industry
Software Practices Consortium (ISPC). They
both operate on the principle of a well-
defined collection process that feeds a central
repository and makes the data available for
detailed access and comparison to industry
best practices. The advantage of these
industry databases is their accessibility of
detailed data. The disadvantage is that they
are relative new and, therefore, have not yet
collected a large population of data.

In Summary

Accurate and early estimating requires:

• Proper identification of the problem
domain, including functional size and
complexity.

• An assessment of the organization's
capacity to deliver based upon known risk
factors.

• Use of industry data points as necessary to
provide delivery rates or as a point of
comparison.

As Robert Glass indicated in Building
Software Quality “...if there is one
management danger zone to mark above all
others, it is software estimation.”

Furthermore, an investment in skills training
and risk profile development is critical.
Project managers must be equipped with the
proper tools and techniques necessary to
accurately estimate projects. The return on
that investment is obvious to any
organization that has misspent dollars
because of inaccurate estimating.

Function points

Function Points are supported by the
International Function Point Users Group
(IFPUG), a membership governed, non-profit
organization committed to increasing the
effectiveness of software measurement
techniques through the application of
Function Point Analysis. IFPUG is one of the
fastest growing metrics user groups in the
world with affiliate organizations throughout
Europe, Asia, North and South America,
Africa and Australia, although we are
waiting for the first affiliate in Antarctica.
Most users of this methodology have turned
to Function Points because:

• they can be understood by customers,
users and non-IS managers,

• they can be calculated earlier in the
development process,

• they are used to measure the entire
development process, and

• they tend to correlate well with effort,
when other variables are considered.

IFPUG maintains the Counting Practices
Manual, which is the industry recognized
standard for sizing Function Points. IFPUG
sponsors a certification program to certify
Function Point courses, counters and
software. Refer to IFPUG’s home page,
http://www.ifpug.org, for additional
information, or call the executive office in
Westerville, Ohio, USA at (614) 895-7130.
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In line with the former article, we present
herewith the ObjectMetrix method as an
example of an object oriented estimation
method.

What is ObjectMetrix?

ObjectMetrix is a sophisticated and powerful
technique for estimating and forecasting
duration, resource requirements and cost of
object-oriented and component-based
software development projects.

It provides a measurable and repeatable
means of software estimating, which is
central to the ongoing process of
improvement in software engineering.

Development of the estimation model has
come from industry practitioners using real
project experience. The theoretical basis was
formalized during a two-year research
program, part funded by the Department of
Trade and Industry and the Scottish Office
Industry Department under the SMART and
SPUR award schemes.

The Role of Estimation
One of the most important tasks facing a
project manager, and perhaps the most
difficult, [1], is estimating how much work
needs to be done on a project, what resources
are required, how long it will take and how
much it will cost.

Estimates are an essential starting point in
the preparation of meaningful project plans
and schedules, and in determining a realistic
level of project funding. Moreover, reliable
estimates create an opportunity for project
managers to deliver quality software
products on time and within budget.
 
Traditional Estimating Approaches

Perhaps the best known, and most widely
used, traditional approach to estimation is

Function Point Analysis (FPA). The main
aim of FPA is to provide a software sizing
technique for more accurate estimating.
Since its introduction in 1979 [2], [3],
counting function points has been
successfully adopted by many large
organizations as a key component in their
software estimation. Over the years many
enhancements have been made to the
method, primarily to keep pace with evolving
technology.

The basic principles of FPA are sound.
Moreover, standards and guidelines for the
counting process, as described in the
Counting Practices Manual from the
International Function Point Users Group,
clearly demonstrate the value of this
thorough approach. However, from a
practical point of view, gathering the detailed
input data necessary for FPA is a time-
consuming and demanding task.
Furthermore, the project has often advanced
significantly through the life-cycle before
accurate results can be obtained.

The traditional Constructive Cost Model
(COCOMO) is based on an estimate of the
number of software lines of code (SLOC) to
be developed. There have been some recent
attempts to develop metrics for class design
and coding based on COCOMO. However,
counting lines of code - even for traditional
software development - has little practical
value as a performance metric, and none at
all in estimation.

As the development life-cycle of a project
unfolds, and more detailed analysis
information is available to the manager, it
becomes increasingly easier to identify and
apply metrics, which indicate the size and
complexity of individual tasks. However, at
the outset of a project, when such detailed
information is scarce, it would be entirely

Estimating Software Projects using ObjectMetrixTM
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inappropriate to attempt to size and cost the
entire exercise based on a SLOC approach.

The main strength of FPA is that unlike
COCOMO, which is based on code size,
function points are essentially a measure of
the size of the problem. The size of the
problem is a consequence of the amount of
functionality the project has to deliver, and is
the only basis for a realistic estimate. It is
precisely this proposition which forms the
basis of ObjectMetrix.

However, traditional estimation techniques,
were not designed to work with a technology
that introduces inheritance and actively
encourages re-use strategies. Incremental
development, often the preferred approach
with object technology, further reduces the
effectiveness of traditional estimation
methods.
 
The ObjectMetrix Approach

ObjectMetrix is based on a practical
approach to the management of component-
based development using object-technology.
ObjectMetrix accounts for traditional
estimation factors such as scope and
complexity, but goes further to cater for
incremental software development and the
high degree of re-use offered by component-
based design.

ObjectMetrix is organized around, and based
upon, objects and components rather than
functions or data, and is expressed in the
vocabulary of the object paradigm.

ObjectMetrix is based upon an incremental
development life-cycle where developers
iterate over software components that evolve
over time.

Estimation results can be obtained early in
the project life-cycle and may be continually
refined to provide an increasingly accurate
means of sizing and costing software
development effort as the project progresses.
Many diverse factors have the potential to
affect the duration of a development project.

Among them are: insufficient budget,
scarcity of resources, the sheer amount of
work to be done, pre-defined deadlines,
technical risk, team skill and the inherent
difficulty of the problem domain.

Tasked with managing the complexity and
dynamics of software development projects,
the interaction of these, and other, factors
must be adequately addressed. Such factors
are often inter-dependent, and consideration
of any single factor cannot be done in
isolation.

ObjectMetrix identifies a set of project
factors, which provide the necessary focus on
each, while at the same time maintaining
sufficient context to measure and assess the
project as a whole.

A strategic view provides the opportunity to
more effectively monitor, measure and steer
a project.

Understanding the Scope of a Project

Project scope is essentially a measure of
scale, and is commonly represented by the
organization of key scope elements that are
fundamental to most object-oriented and
component-based software systems.

For formal definitions of the terms refer to
UML [4]:

• Subsystems. Self contained software
applications geared to support specific
areas of a business. These are logical
groupings of classes that implement a
related set of use cases.

• Classes. Abstractions fundamental to the
problem domain, responsible for
encapsulating business information or the
provision of specialized system services.

• Use cases. Features of the system visible
to end users that describe its functional
and behavioral characteristics, [5].

• Components. Replaceable executable
software packages built from classes to
implement a specified set of interfaces.
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• Interfaces. Well defined contractual
specifications for features of a system.

The characteristics, relationships and number
of each type of scope element are
quantitative and are therefore the principle
factors that determine the resulting estimate.

ObjectMetrix allows individual elements of
scope to be specified in detail. The
complexity of each can be assessed and
assigned, the extent to which a scope element
is re-using existing software, and whether the
scope element is being developed to be re-
used can also be specified.

Most of this scope information can be
obtained from early drafts of the initial
project documentation. Use cases and
interfaces are generally identified first and
can be used to document the functional
requirements of the system. Classes can be
discovered in the business vocabulary of the
project proposal or use case descriptions.
Subsystems and components are also
identifiable early from the proposed technical
and software architecture for the system.

The Impact of Technology

Technology is the choice of programming
languages and environments used on a
project, and is relevant only to classes, which
are realized in software. The main impact of
technology is on the programming activity.
However, the choice of technology may also
impact low-level design, testing and
integration.

In ObjectMetrix, an estimate can be
calculated that is independent of technology,
where the choice of technology has not yet
been made. This is possible because there is
an intrinsic effort required to carry out
development activities, which is irrespective
of any specific technology.

Contrary to popular belief, the overall effect
of technology choice on the estimate is
small, much less than that of qualifiers or the
skill level of the development team.

Partitioning the Development Effort

In all but the smallest of projects,
development is best partitioned into well-
defined and manageable segments, which
may represent priorities, work packages or
development increments.

Incremental development is the staged
development process of a system with a set
of clearly defined deliverables at each stage
(usually in the form of system functionality).
A number of scope elements can be selected
to support the goals of each increment. When
scope elements are scheduled into the
incremental plan, it is possible to estimate
the time required for each development
increment.

The ability to estimate the effort required for
scope elements of a given priority is also
valuable to a project manager. It provides
objective and independent assistance in the
negotiation with the customer, and allows
scope and deadlines for deliverables to be
jointly agreed. More initial effort may be
required to develop essential and high
priority system features, such as those that
bring the greatest business benefit, or are
most frequently accessed by users of the
system.

ObjectMetrix allows elements of project
scope to be individually identified and
included or excluded from the estimate.

Development Activities

ObjectMetrix defines an activity profile
covering the full range of development
activities required to build well-engineered,
well-documented, maintainable, quality
software. Surely the primary goal of all good
software engineers!

The total effort required to develop each
scope element is apportioned across the
range of development activities. This is
expressed as an activity profile unique to
each type of scope element.
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The Development Team

Software development is a labor intensive
activity where the size of the development
team and the skill level of team members
have a significant affect on productivity.
ObjectMetrix allows three levels of skill to
be specified:

• Novice. A team member with limited
experience in software development, or
limited exposure to the problem domain,
or the chosen technology, and who is
learning.

• Competent. A team member with some
previous experience in software
development, or previous exposure to the
problem domain, or the chosen
technology.

• Expert. A developer with a wide range of
experience in software development, the
problem domain, or the chosen
technology, and who is capable of
transferring knowledge to others.

Scheduling the Project

In order to estimate project duration
ObjectMetrix needs to know how many
developers are on the team, their skill levels
and the number of productive days available
each month.

ObjectMetrix yields the number of person-
days of effort required to deliver a project or
a specified range of scope elements. But each
project will have a unique set of
circumstances and risks, which can also
affect the outcome. In order to achieve a
more balanced estimate it is necessary to
understand and assess any special
circumstances and risks associated with the
project. This can be expressed as the
percentage contingency to be added to the
schedule.

Assessing Budget Requirements

ObjectMetrix allows a cost (per day worked)
to be assigned to developers at each skill

level. Clearly costs for internal staff
members and external third parties (out-
sourcing, contractors, consultants) will have
to be determined separately. It is assumed
that as the level of developer expertise
increases, productivity and cost will rise
accordingly.

Fewer developers on a project will clearly
reduce the overall cost, but development
time will take longer. ObjectMetrix allows a
balance to be struck between the desired
delivery date of the project, the number of
developers and the available budget.

The Role of Metrics

In ObjectMetrix, a clear distinction is made
between estimation (calculating) and metrics
(standards of measurement).

• metric (n)
a standard of measurement
an art, process or science of measuring

• estimate (v)
determine roughly size, extent or nature

• estimate (n)
approximate calculation of value or size

The study of metrics is about establishing
standards of measurement, and using those
standards to measure and improve the
process of software development.

Estimation on the other hand is about using
metrics to calculate the effort that is required
to develop a given set of software features.

Separating metrics from the estimation
model also allows ObjectMetrix to
incorporate third party metrics.

How ObjectMetrix Works

ObjectMetrix works by measuring the size of
the problem statement by counting and
classifying scope elements in a project. A
project is defined by the contents of two
estimation packages - the first supports
bespoke object-oriented development i.e.
subsystems built from classes to implement
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use cases; and the second supports
component-based development i.e.
components built from classes to implement
a specified set of interfaces.

ObjectMetrix assigns a productivity metric
of person-days effort for each type of scope
element in each estimation package. This
represents the intrinsic effort required to
completely develop the scope element by
performing all of the activities in a typical
software development life-cycle. The
productivity metric assumes no qualifier
information and is technology neutral.

Time allocated for each scope element is
apportioned across a range of development
activities, such as planning, analysis, design,
programming, testing, integration and
review. There is an activity profile for each
type of scope element in each estimation
package, which divides the productivity
metric into effort for each activity. The
default activity profiles provided by
ObjectMetrix assume an incremental
development life-cycle. Applying the activity
profile results in a set of activity estimates
for each scope element.

ObjectMetrix allows qualifiers to be applied
to each scope element. The complexity
qualifier allows the estimate to take account
of whether each task is simple or complex. A
scope element may be regarded as complex if
it is of a diverse nature, has numerous inter-
relationships or significant algorithmic
content with many decision points.

An additional factor, not often accounted for
in traditional project estimation, is software
re-use. The opportunity for re-use on a
project can significantly affect development
time and therefore has to be adequately
addressed in the estimation model. Re-using
existing software will reduce development
time, even allowing for minor customization.
The re-use qualifier accounts for the saving
in development effort resulting from re-using
existing software.

Re-usable software can influence an estimate
in two ways. As well as re-using existing
software, a project can have the primary
objective of developing software for re-use.
Re-usable software needs to be general
purpose, well documented, highly reliable
and efficient, making development more
time-consuming. The genericity qualifier
accounts for the additional time needed to
design and build re-usable software.

Qualifiers refine the effort in each activity by
adding or subtracting a percentage to each
activity estimate. Qualifiers affect all types
of scope element. A qualifier mask indicates
those aspects of the activity profile which are
affected, and by how much, by stating an
impact percentage for each activity. Each
qualifier mask is applied to the activity
estimates to calculate a delta. These results
are summed with the activity estimate to
calculate a qualified estimate for each
activity.

The choice of technology indicates the
chosen programming environment and
affects the amount of effort required to
develop classes. A technology mask
indicates those aspects of the activity profile
which are affected, and by how much, by
stating an impact percentage for each
activity. The qualified estimate is technology
independent and represents an average effort.
Applying the technology mask accounts for
the specific characteristics of the chosen
technology.

Applying the activity profiles to productivity
metrics for each scope element, followed by
the application of qualifier masks and
technology masks, produces an overall
estimate of effort in person-days for each
activity. The total estimate indicates the
effort required for one person of average skill
level to complete the development.

Team size is the most significant factor in
determining project duration. Increasing the
number of developers will reduce duration
until the inter-personal communication and
management overhead outweighs the
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advantages of further partitioning the project.
The skill level of team members also has a
significant affect on productivity.

Team size and skill level of team members,
together with some schedule information
(productive days per month and a percentage
contingency) allows an estimate of project
duration to be calculated. The average cost of
internal staff and external resources, at each
skill level, is then extracted from the budget
information and used to estimate the overall
cost of the project.

When to use ObjectMetrix

Unlike traditional approaches to project
estimation, ObjectMetrix can, for the first
time, provide estimates using only
information available at the feasibility and
justification stages of a project.

At this stage in a project life-cycle, an
estimate of the overall duration, resource
requirements and expected cost is essential
information for decision-makers.

The requirement to produce an initial
estimate when the least amount of
information is available is the cause of much
of the frustration facing project managers. It
is at the early stages in a project life-cycle
that an estimate is most critical in order to
justify the cost and duration of the project.

When applied at project inception,
ObjectMetrix yields an initial first-cut
estimate. Later in the life-cycle, when the
requirements are better understood and
actual progress can be measured,
ObjectMetrix can be applied repeatedly to
provide more accurate estimates for the
remainder of the project.
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Why process improvement?

The software market is growing

Over the last few years, there has been a
significant growth in demand for software
products and services.

Experts refer to the concept of software-
intensive systems to describe the continuous
growth in complexity of software
components in today’s systems. Companies
must have the capacity to integrate software
components in order to optimize the
functionality of the affected systems.

According to the European Information
Technology Observatory (EITO) [1], one of
the major trends in the coming years which
will have a significant impact on the IT
sector, is business process re-engineering.
Investments in this area seek competitive
improvement and an increase in productivity.

On the other hand, the telecommunication
market is growing rapidly due to the
expansion of mobile communications
infrastructure and services. New techniques
and software development methodologies
have been adopted such as: iterative life
cycles (to reduce time to development), and
adoption of object oriented techniques (to
stress the modularity and reusability of
components). In this sense, software TLC
providers have turned the concept of the
“Software Factory” into a stereotype.

Organizations “focused” on processes

Recently many companies, including SMEs,
have put software process improvement
firmly at the heart of their business, and, in
this regard, an analysis of the linking of SPI
to total quality management is a prerequisite
for a successful improvement program.

However, companies ready to start an
improvement program, have to select a
software process improvement method
between a plethora of different approaches,
including assessment methods, reference
process models and improvement life-cycles.
“Which SPI approach will fit my business
needs?” is a frequent question of senior
managers and SPI practitioners.

This article offers an answer to this
requirement, presenting the strategy adopted
by the European Software Institute. This
strategy is based on ESI’s close collaboration
with organizations from a number of
different sectors that require improvement
programs oriented to achieving and
improving specific business results.

ESI Technology Program

The European Software Institute is one of the
world's leading independent authorities on
software process improvement. Our mission
is to support our members and European
industry to improve competitiveness by
promoting and disseminating best practice in
software.

Established in 1993 and with its headquarters
in Spain, ESI is a non-profit making
organization driven by the demands of
European industry. Supported by the
European Commission, the Basque
Government and through company
membership, ESI’s team of 60 people is
drawn from all over the world and from a
variety of disciplines. The technical staff are
not only experts in their field but also
experienced in working with business to
ensure the practical dissemination and
implementation of technology.

Software Process Improvement towards Business Improvement

Giuseppe Magnani, Inigo Garro, European Software Institute
giuseppe.magnani@esi.es, garro@esi.es

Parque Tecnologico de Zamudio, Edificio 204, E-48170 Zamudio, Spain
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Key technology areas within ESI

• Software Process Improvement (SPI)

The technologies developed in this area are
based on the most powerful technologies
aligned to SPICE (the emerging ISO/IEC
15504 standard for Software Process
Assessment), the maturity models developed
by the Software Engineering Institute (USA)
and the EFQM model.

• Reuse

The adoption of reuse practices is part of a
natural industrialization process in software
organizations that can lead to important cost
and time reductions.

The product-line approach to reuse takes
advantage of the similarities within a domain
to avoid performing redundant tasks and to
streamline the production process.

Experience shows that systematic reuse can
only be sustained if it is approached
coherently with organizational process
improvement. ESI's role is in supporting
European industry to accelerate the
maturation and adoption of reuse practices
by building on existing work and current
industrial practices.

• Measurement

ESI's measurement program is based on the
belief that 'nobody invests in software
process improvement solely for the sake of
improving'. A business-oriented approach to
initiating software process improvement
within the context of Total Quality
Management is required. ESI has therefore
integrated the ISO/IEC 15504 software
process reference model with the Balanced
Scorecard strategic management approach
that looks at a business unit's performance
measures from four key perspectives;
financial, customer, internal processes and
infrastructure & innovation. The result is the
ESI Balanced IT Scorecard - a framework
specifically designed for software units

wishing to link the improvement of their
software processes to the achievement of
business goals. It enables managers to
monitor the progress of the software unit and
base their decisions on quantitative technical
and business performance data.

• System Engineering Process
Improvement (SEPI)

Software development is only one part of an
overall systems development. The focus of
SEPI is to extend the successful technologies
of software process improvement to
software-intensive systems and as a result
increase organizational performance.
Companies of all sizes and at all levels of
software maturity will benefit from adopting
an integrated SEPI approach.

Business-driven Improvement Guides

Needs in the market

BIG products first arose as a consequence of
an identified need in European industry: the
need to link the requirements of an ISO 9001
quality system together with the daily work
required for software produce development.
Afterwards, other goals have been
considered such as: reducing time-to-market
and guaranteeing the repetition and
continuous improvement of software
processes results.

In addition, ESI detected a general lack of
awareness about quality and process
improvement philosophy in the industry. The
wide range of models, methods, techniques
and tools can make it hard to know which
one should be used in which context to
achieving specific business objectives.

The objectives of the Guides

The specific goal of these guides is to
establish an explicit relation between
software process improvement and the
particular business objectives. This is
because many improvement initiatives are
unsuccessful and may be cancelled due to the
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apparent lack of beneficial results. This
drives companies to consider process
improvement as a cost more than an
investment.

For instance, the ISO 9000 Business
Improvement Guide (BIG-ISO 9000) [3]
supports the interpretation of ISO 9001 in
software development. At the same time it
offers a coherent methodology to solve the
problem according to software engineering
best practices.

The development of these guides is included
in an ESI long-term BIG project, aimed at
providing useful tools for SME and large
companies.

The guides support the techniques and
evaluation methodologies by complementing
the diagnostics with specific improvement
plans.

They also define the process for the
development of a process improvement plan,
based on the results of a self-assessment

Current guides have been designed to
address the following business needs:

− Lead an improvement program that
facilitates the ISO 9001 certification
process

− Reducing Time-To-Market

− Guarantee the repeatability of successful
project results.

A reference model selection

ISO/IEC 15504 [5] was selected as a
reference model for a number of reasons:

− Its development by ISO as an
international standard for software
process evaluation, allowing interaction
with other models such as CMM or
Trillium [6] (specific model for the
telecommunications sector).

                                                
 Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

− It includes a high level review of the
essential characteristics of software
engineering best practices.

− It can be applied indistinctly to
companies from different sizes or from
different sectors, so it can be adapted to
specific contexts.

− It promotes self-assessment as a
technique for continuous process
improvement.

− It includes an improvement methodology,
which considers the company as the main
element in the strategy and performance
of the process improvement.

To summarize, ISO/IEC 15504 provides a
practical model, which groups together the
organizational, management and technical
aspects that play the main role in software
industry.

ISO/IEC 15504 reference model

One dimension of the ISO/IEC 15504
reference model contains a range of
processes related to the development,
maintenance, acquisition, delivery and
operation of software, applicable to every
organization that needs to establish or further
improve any of these activities.

This model does not promote nor assume any
type of organizational structure, management
philosophy, life-cycle model, technology or
software development methodology.
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The other dimension of the model establishes
a set of attributes or management aspects,
against which every process previously listed
may be evaluated.

Each of the attributes means an increase in
the capacity to manage the process in an
adequate way. In ISO/IEC 15504 terms, a
process is identified as “performed” when
the evaluated organization achieves the goal
of the process. For instance, the design
reflects the software in the different
components of the architecture, identifies the
interfaces between the different components
and goes deep enough to start a programming
activity. It is “managed” when the design
activities in the projects are adequately
planned, the assigned staff are trained and
have the sufficient experience /background,
and the schedule, costs and quality of
products are adequately managed. Each
process is evaluated according to nine
attributes that build up the six maturity
levels.

That means that the ISO/IEC 15504
reference model is a bi-dimensional model.
Depending on the capability level of each
process, an organization may have processes
at different maturity levels. For example:

− Quality management in level 0

− Software design in level 1

− Suppliers selection in level 2

− Etc …

In theory, each process could have just one
independent maturity level, although there
are other relations between support and
management processes and the attributes (i.e.
project management process and the
attribute).

The different maturity levels outline the
route to improvement of a process:

Level 0 - Incomplete:
The process is not performed, or there are no
easily identifiable resulting products

Level 1 - Performed:
The process is performed although it may be
poorly managed

Level 2 - Managed:
The process generates a set of products
according to a planned and reviewed process.
Products are verified and managed.

Level 3 - Established:
The process is executed according a standard
definition, which is adapted to the particular
needs of the project.

Level 4 - Predictable:
The process achieves its goals within defined
control limits. The process performance and
the quality of the resulting products are
managed quantitatively.

Level 5 - Optimized:
Objectives for effectiveness are established
using the current and future needs of the
organization as a starting point. Innovative
approaches and new technologies are tried,
and the processes that do not meet the
defined expectations are modified.

Strength and weakness of ISO/IEC 15504
reference model

The main strength of ISO/IEC 15504 lies in
the fact that each organization decides which
improvement route to use based on its

Figure 2. Maturity Levels and process
attributes in ISO/IEC 15504
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particular needs. The improvement route is
defined according to the “difference”
between the current organizational process
maturity level and the maturity level that the
company wants to reach. Companies with
different goals will choose to focus attention
on different processes. This means that a
company that spends high effort offering
telephone support to its customers will aim
to improve this service as well as its
customer satisfaction. On the other hand, a
developer of software packages will be much
more interested in stressing the reuse of
components and the management required
obtaining an adequate control of the
products.

However, the main strength of the model can
also be a weak point in terms of practical
application: which improvement route
should an organization follow?

BIG models definition

In order to make the improvement program
easier, the BIG guides have been conceived
as staged models. The characteristics of the
staged model are the following:

− It is made up of a subgroup of processes
belonging to the total model of reference.

They are called critical processes for the
achievement of the specific business
goal.

− A maturity level objective is defined for
each of these processes.

− A defined improvement is proposed for
the achievement of the desired maturity
level of the goal.

In this way, the ISO/IEC 15504 model is
used for the definition of a simple, easy and
sequential improvement route. The BIG
guides show clearly how to perform a self-
assessment that allows a realistic
improvement plan to be derived. The self-
assessment also enables verification of the
progress in implementing an improvement
program, according to specific milestones.

Practical application of the Business
Improvement Guides (BIG)

At ESI, each one of the guides has a different
exploitation level. The BIG-ISO 9000 guide
is the most successful and has been applied
in ten software development units varying in
size between 17 and 600 employees
dedicated to product development and
software services supply.
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Implement
Sw Design

Test
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Business goals (Reducing development time, ISO
9001, Productivity increase...)
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Figure 3. BIG guides development
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The definition and implementation of an
improvement plan based on a Business
Improvement Guide involves the activities
outlined in the rest of this section.

Performance of an assessment according to
the BIG-ISO 9000 model

An assessment is performed in order to
determine the strengths and the improvement
opportunities for the critical processes of the
model, using a checklist that allows the
organization to reduce the interview time.

The main results of an evaluation are:

− The current profile of the critical
processes in the organizational unit, i.e.
its maturity level according to the criteria
of the ISO/IEC 15504 model.

− The comparison between the current
profile and the target profile to be
achieved.

− The context of the organizational unit,
which surely will influence the decisions

regarding planning and implementation
of the improvement program.

− The strengths and improvement
opportunities identified by the
assessment team.

Presentation of results to the organization

The results are presented to the
organizational unit in order to validate
strengths and improvement opportunities.

Development of the improvement strategy

Through the comparison of the current
profile and the target profile to be achieved,
the guide automatically provides an
improvement strategy to follow:

− Establishment of a sequence of phases
which cover specific areas of the activity
to improve.

− The sequence of the resolution of the
improvement opportunities, which are
covered in the previously defined steps.

PHASE 1
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4.1 Management Responsability

4.2 Quality System

4.3 Contract Review

4.4 Desing Control

4.5 Document Control

4.6 Purchasing

4.7 Purchaser-Supplied Product

4.8. Product Identification and Traceability

4.9 Process Control

4.10 Inspection and Testing

4.11 Inspection, Measuring, and Test Equipment

4.12 Inspection and Test Status

4.13 Control of Nonconforming Products

4.14 Corrective Actions

4.15 Handling, Storage

4.16 Quality Records

4.17 Internal Quality Audits

4.18 Training

4.19 Servicing

4.20 Statistical Techniques

Figure 4. ISO 9001 profile in an organisation
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Production of a software process
improvement detailed plan

In collaboration with the organizational unit,
a detailed improvement plan is defined in
order to address key issues such as:

− The organization, responsibilities and
team for the improvement program.

− The detailed schedule of the plan, based
on the available resources, effort required
and organizational factors that may affect
the implementation of the plan e.g. the
risk involved in changes applied to
projects on a date basis (i.e. Euro and
Year 2000 adaptation projects).

− The selection of the follow-up techniques
to monitor progress of the improvement
plan. There are two elements that allow a
quantitative follow-up of progress:

− Evaluations of pre-determined targets, in
order to verify that the improvement
actions have increased the systematic

(maturity level) of the processes
involved.

− The revision of the fulfillment of the
improvement opportunities associated to
each phase.

Implementation and follow-up of the
improvement plan

The improvement plan and the related
follow-up activities require a detailed
planning for each of the phases and tasks.

Goals achieved with the business
improvement guides

The guides are practical tools for the
development of an improvement plan in an
extremely short period of time, minimizing
interruptions in the organization's daily work
and absorbing relatively few human or
financial resources. The period between the
start of the process (evaluation) and the

ID Task Name Duration Start

1 PHASE 2 164 days 21/01/99

2 STEP A 127 days 21/01/99

31 STEP B 137 days 1/03/99

32 QS: Sim.audit. ISO 9002: Doc.inspection 14 days 1/03/99

33 QS: Doc.inspection report. QS ISO 9002 0 days 18/03/99

34 Certification audit 80 days 29/03/99

35 QS: preliminary review 1 day 29/03/99

36 QS: Sim. Audit. ISO 9002 Visit 1 day 13/04/99

37 Qs: Audit simulation report SC ISO 9002 0 days 13/04/99

38 QS: Pre-audit 2 days 19/04/99

39 QS: correct non-conformances 20 days 21/04/99

40 QS: Audit 2 days 7/06/99

41 QS: Plan corrective actions 21 days 9/06/99

42 QS: Decision 10 days 8/07/99

43 QS: Certification ISO 9002 0 days 21/07/99

44 Procedures Group D 27 days 23/07/99

45 Develop Group D Material 7 days 23/07/99

46 Proced & material group D 0 days 2/08/99

47 Implement procedures group D 20 days 3/08/99

4/10/99

22/07/99

4/10/99

18/03/99

QS: Doc.inspection report. QS ISO 9002

21/07/99

29/03/99

13/04/99

Qs: Audit simulation report SC ISO 90

20/04/99

18/05/99

8/06/99

7/07/99

21/07/99

QS: Certification ISO 9002

20/09/99

2/08/99

Proced & material group D

20/09/99

Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May
1999 2000

Figure 5. Detailed calendar of one phase in the improvement plan
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complete definition of the improvement plan
can last less than one month.

As the improvement plan is linked to the
strategic targets of the company, it is a
valuable aid for the direction team. This
helps to increase the guarantee of success. In
addition both the starting point and the final
objective are well known, which means that
the effort to improve can be clearly measured
and valued.

These results promote the use of a defined
focus on the achievement of specific
business goals via an improvement process.
The work done by the European Software
Institute disapproves the theory that it is a
complex subject that needs great investment
to gain benefits. Instead it indicates that
effective improvement programs can be
launched at relatively low cost.
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- Companies

IBM Get Rational

IBM and Rational Software announced in
June a strategic alliance to integrate IBM's
VisualAge and WebSphere development
products with Rational Suite.

In an industry where surviving is the ideal of
a lot of companies, Rational consolidates its
leadership position with this alliance,
knowing that it has already close links with
Microsoft. Excluding the "e-commerce"
marketing buzz that comes with this
announcement, the news is also that Web
applications are getting to a stage where
people are asking for modeling tools to
develop them. A little revenge for those who
say that you have to think before you build
(not a common concept in the Internet
world). Of course, products like Rational
Rose have nothing in common with the
CASE tools that the industry loved to hate
just before! Or perhaps not? The momentum
seems to be back to models and methods, but
we do not know how long it will resist in an
Internet world that is supposed to be so time
sensitive. And we know that non-coding
activities are the first victims to disappear
when project schedules are at risk.

Forte Saved by Sun

Forte Software has been purchased last
August by Sun Microsystems for an amount
of $540 million.

A very long time ago, that is before the
Internet, Forte was a leader in the
client/server development environment
market. With load balancing and processing
distribution, its software allows building the
multi-tier systems based on Unix server and
PC client. Then Internet and the Year 2000
made their impact. Having to maintain a
heavy sales infrastructure with shrinking
revenues, the company faced difficult times.
A good technical product is nothing without
good marketing and sales.

The decision to redirect R&D efforts towards
the Java world has at least saved Forte. Sun
has realized that it should offer big
companies the kind of development
environment required for large projects.
Promoting Java is one thing, selling tools to
use it is better. Of course, things could be
less rosy for companies still using Forte with
a classical client/server approach in mind...

& In Others' Words

Practical Process Improvement

"Here are the seven basic steps of
opportunistic process evolution:

1. Notice problems in products or
outcomes.

2. Choose an important or chronic problem
and look for a way to solve it, in whole or
in part.

3. Conceive of a new, borrowed, or
modified process that could solve the
problem at an acceptable cost and in an
acceptable time frame.

4. Try the new process on real project.

5. Adjust the process in light of experience
and in light of the new problems that
where created by the process.

6. If the solution is worth perpetuating, look
for a way to make it more efficient or
durable by adding infrastructure (such as
documentation, training, or tool support).
Otherwise, try to understand why it
doesn't seem to work.

7. Return to step 1.

Success with this approach requires that we
be able to detect problems and gain a
consensus about which problems are
important.

[...] If I have a practice in mind and catch
myself thinking that we should adopt it, I ask
myself questions like these:

1. What objectives are served by this
practice? What pain will it resolves?
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2. Are those important objectives?
Important to whom?

3. In what way are those objectives already
served by some other means?

4. What would a highly successful
implementation of this practice be worth?

5. How much energy will be required to
make it happen? Is there a simpler,
cheaper solution?

6. What are the prerequisites for adopting
this practice (like special training,
methods or tools)?

7. How will this practice disturb or interact
with existing practices or processes?

8. What problems or risks will this practice
create?

9. How will we know that the practice is
helping? How will we assure its quality?

10. If it isn't helping, what will we do then?

11. How much of this practice will be
enough, or too much? Can a little of it
make a big impact?

12. What alternatives are there to this
practice? What if we do nothing?

13. What simple, achievable, self-contained
step can be taken toward the new
practice?

I don't have to answer all these questions, or
any of them, but I've found that the quality of
my work is proportional to how well I can. I
suppose these questions are common sense,
but for each of them, you have to consider
answers that are not merely apparent from a
distance or from an ideal model of projects."

Source: James Bach, "Microdynamics of
Process Evolution", Computer, February
1998.

Some very basic thoughts and questions of
process improvement, "common sense" as
described by the author. Why don't we start
using it before elaborated process quality
improvement models or software
development life cycle methodologies? Is it
too cheap or too rare?
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